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Dealing with the Past and Transitional Justice in the Western Balkans 

 

Citizens of the Western Balkans had high hopes for the European Union, but at the end of 2020, EU 

member states failed to adopt conclusions on enlargement, this time due to bilateral disagreements 

between Bulgaria and Northern Macedonia. All six states expect support in an increasingly slow and 

uncertain enlargement process. For now, they remain in the EU waiting room. 

With all the chapters open, Montenegro still does not achieve the "desired level of progress" when it comes 

to reforms in the most important areas of the rule of law. "Montenegro's desire is to become the 28th 

member of the EU, and this could be optimally achieved in 2025," said Montenegrin Prime Minister Zdravko 

Krivokapic at the end of 2020, during his first visit to Brussels. Krivokapic, as the prime minister of the 

country that has gone the furthest in the European integration process, believes that Podgorica could close 

all negotiating chapters by 2023 and start the process of ratifying the accession agreement with the EU. 

For the first time since the beginning of accession negotiations, Serbia has not opened a single chapter in a 

year. How does Serbia stand in terms of meeting the political criteria of Chapter 23, reforming the judiciary, 

prosecuting war crimes, providing reparations for victims and fully protecting human and minority rights? 

The recent statement of the Minister of Police that "the state should write a history textbook" is worrying, 

as well as that the President of Serbia, Aleksandar Vučić, announced that he would submit an initiative to 

the Government "... that in the future the state writes and publishes not only history textbooks language 

and geography. " 

Bosnia and Herzegovina still has 14 priority tasks set by the European Commission to be in a position to 

consider accession negotiations at all. In the last year, little has been done that would recommend BiH as a 

candidate for EU membership. 

Deep political divisions within Kosovo make it difficult to launch reforms. When it comes to the dialogue 

with Belgrade, which is one of the conditions for the progress of both sides on the path to European 

integration, there is almost no progress. 

In the post-Yugoslav countries, the relativization of court-established facts is also a matter of concern. In 

addition to previous appearances by some of the key politicians from Serbia and Republika Srpska, Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, the Montenegrin Minister of Justice and Human and Minority Rights recently stated that 

he did not know "whether the criminals in Srebrenica had genocidal intent or not." 

Albania remains "blocked" by demands from the Netherlands, France and Denmark seeking further 

progress in the area of rule of law and the fight against corruption in the country. 
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Northern Macedonia, after everything that was asked and delivered from it, once again found itself in front 

of the "closed door" of the EU, this time due to Bulgarian objections to the country's cultural and historical 

identity. 

The question is, can the EU lose the Balkans? With its “enlargement fatigue” the EU is losing on 

attractiveness and influence in Southeast Europe, while other actors are attracting countries in the region 

with their military and economic strength. Can they be a real alternative for the EU? 

In order to look for some of the answers, at the beginning of March 2021, organized by Documenta - Center 

for Dealing with the Past and CROSOL - Platform for International Civil Solidarity in Croatia, an online 

discussion entitled "Dealing with the Past and Transitional Justice in the Western Balkans" was held. ”. As 

part of the discussion on the issue of EU enlargement to the countries of the Western Balkans, speakers 

from this area critically reviewed the dynamics in certain processes that contribute to social and political 

transformation in the wake of the concept of transitional justice. Experts from the RECOM Reconciliation 

Network, the Youth Initiative for Human Rights and the Confidence Building Network from individual 

countries, such as the Kosovo Coalition for Reconciliation and the Peacebuilding Network, who have been 

working for years to promote human rights and document human losses, were invited to select speakers. 

building and advocating for regional mechanisms. 

The discussion followed the demands and issues from the Declaration of more than 90 Western Balkan civil 

society organizations entitled "With or without the European Union?" Created in May 2020 during the 

summit in Zagreb held during the Croatian presidency of the Council of the EU. 

Transitional justice is a combination of different processes, practices and organizational forms aimed at 

critically dealing with the past in the post-war period or dictatorship, with the aim of supporting the 

consolidation of peace, ie the new democratic order. The term "transitional justice" points to its roots in 

transitology. It is an interpretive matrix, and at the same time a thematic area at the crossroads of political 

science and international relations. The transitological paradigm has been driven by a strong wave of 

democratization in several regions of the world, which has marked the last decades of the 20th century in 

the world. 

Transition as a process implies a clearly defined outcome of the process of change from dictatorship to 

democracy, from war to peace, from violence to non-violence. However, political and social realities in 

many countries in transition soon pointed to the shortcomings of this analytical approach, and at the 

beginning of the 21st century the transitological paradigm was replaced by a transformational one, 

accepting different possible outcomes of social and political change. Accordingly, the once prevailing 

interpretive dichotomy of "dictatorship-democracy" has been expanded with new terms such as "defective 

democracy", "illiberal democracy", "sultanocracy" and the like. 

Due to the change from a transitional to a transformational perspective, the very process of democratic 

transition has become important. The essential question in this context is why regime change in some 

societies results in the establishment of a liberal, constitutional-democratic order while in other cases it 

results in the establishment of dictatorships or hybrid regimes that cannot be called liberal-democratic. In 
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the context of building post-war regimes, the question is why in some cases it is possible to build a 

peacetime society after the end of the conflict, while in some other cases it is seemingly impossible to 

break the spiral of violence. 

There is no unambiguous answer to the above questions. Most analysts emphasize the coexistence of 

various factors that influence the course of change and consolidation of the new order after the fall of the 

dictatorship or the end of the conflict. In part, these are long-lasting structural social realities that take 

decades to change. But equally, most analysts to a greater or lesser extent accept the importance of the 

actions of social and political actors in the transformation process for its outcome. This combination of 

different processes, practices and organizational forms aimed at consolidating democracy corresponds to 

the realization of transitional justice. In other words, transitional justice is not only an important instrument 

for achieving peace in post-war societies, but also for the democratic consolidation of society. 

Transitional justice is a response to a systematic or widespread violation of human rights. It seeks to 

recognize the status of victims and to promote opportunities for peace, reconciliation and democracy. 

Transitional justice is not a separate type of justice but justice adapted to societies in a phase of 

transformation after a period of mass human rights violations. For the realization of transitional justice, an 

important role is played by a critical confrontation with the past, especially with the experience of violence, 

and the building of a culture of remembrance as the basis of social reconciliation. 

In the broadest sense, the culture of memory can be defined as a common term for all forms of thematizing 

history in public space. The culture of remembrance in the countries of the Western Balkans is primarily the 

result of the state policy of using symbols and thus a direct continuation of the policy of the history of 

communist parties in terms of the mechanisms of its formation and control. But regardless of the interest 

and power of political elites to publicly affirm certain interpretations of the past, the culture of memory in a 

society is formed and upgraded through communication and identification processes in which a large 

number of individual actors, groups and institutions participate. The rapid development of technology and 

the consequent sharp increase in the number of participants in public communication in the last twenty 

years have strongly influenced the public culture of remembrance. Accordingly, the culture of memory does 

not represent a particular metanarrative about the past, but reflects different, often conflicting 

interpretations. 

History, as an interpretation of the past, always represents a partial and subjectively constructed narrative. 

No historical account is, of course, comprehensive, but this does not mean, however, that every 

interpretation of the past is equally relevant. It is fundamentally important to promote interpretations of 

the past based on scientifically established facts and the contextualization of historical events based on the 

critical valorization of different perspectives. Reliance on scientifically based historical research is an 

important element in building a culture of remembrance and critical dealing with the past. 

The culture of remembrance should be inclusive and pluralistic, but it should not be reduced to a 

declarative tribute to the victims. Nurturing a culture of remembrance primarily means encouraging the 

process of critically dealing with the past, that is, encouraging the public to think about ideologically 
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motivated violence. Critical confrontation with the past emphasizes the importance of preserving the 

human rights and freedoms of each individual and encourages empathy towards victims of political and 

ideological violence. Educating the public by encouraging critical reflection and public dialogue is the basis 

for building socially conscious citizens ready to oppose the punishment of freedom of speech, opinion and 

action within the constitutional and legal order. In this way, dealing with the past directly contributes to 

contemporary and future dynamics within a society and directly affects its democratization. 

The participants of the introductory conference "Facing the Past and Transitional Justice in the Western 

Balkans", held in March 2021, focused on various aspects of transitional justice, including the topics of slow 

war crimes prosecution, reparations programs for war victims, culture of remembrance. and the 

confidence-building process. The discussion was attended by Nerzuk Čurak from the Faculty of Political 

Sciences in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bekim Blakaj from the Humanitarian Law Center in Kosovo, Marko 

Milosavljević from the Youth Initiative for Human Rights in Serbia, Tea Gorjanc Prelević from the Action for 

Human Rights in Montenegro and curator and journalist from Slovenia Saša Petejan from the Apis Institute, 

with the moderator of the discussion, the head of Documenta Vesna Teršelič. The discussion was followed 

by the Ambassador of the Kingdom of Norway Haakon Blankenborg and representatives of the embassies 

of Australia, Austria, Belgium, Germany, the USA, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. 

In her introductory remarks, Vesna Teršelič emphasized the importance of the topic for all post-Yugoslav 

countries, with the need for "support in the integration process which is slower and more uncertain" 

especially in a situation when EU member states failed to adopt conclusions at the end of 2020. northern 

Macedonia and Albania found themselves behind closed doors again, this time due to bilateral 

disagreements. Thus, most of the countries of the Western Balkans "remain in the waiting room of the EU" 

with the growing expectations and needs of their population, especially young people who want to go to 

school and travel. 

Professor Nerzuk Curak emphasized the obligation to oppose the denial of genocide, the Holocaust or war 

crimes, warning that "the main obstacle to the positive and peaceful development of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and the rest of the surrounding countries is dealing with the past." He also mentioned 

concerns about the "abuse and instrumentalization of the court in The Hague", along with "nationalist 

structures that rule sovereignly and prevent verdicts from contributing to reconciliation." The important 

influence of the international community is especially pointed out, and Professor Čurak concludes that as a 

barrier to the growing culture of denial and production of false history, "still, 25 years after the violence, an 

external factor as a corrective is needed to discuss the most important social issues." 

Tea Gorjanc Prelević from the Action for Human Rights from Montenegro emphasized the need for Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, together with other countries in the Western Balkans, to obtain candidate status, not 

only because of the effective processing of war crimes but also because the status includes the European 

Commission and the international community in confidence-building processes ”. Gorjanc Prelevic also said 

that "the topic of reconciliation is relevant for the wider region", and the main goal must be to ensure the 

independence of the judiciary. Finally, she stressed the need for further support for the RECOM initiative, 
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"so that at least some trace of crimes and victims remains for the new generations" while creating a much-

needed common narrative. 

The discussion also provided a more detailed acquaintance with the situation in Kosovo. Thus, Bekim Blakaj 

from the Humanitarian Law Center from Kosovo is worried that the new government in Kosovo, "talks with 

Serbia will not be among the priorities, and the lack of cooperation prevents the conduct of trials or 

extradition." He also points out that 54 war crimes cases have been processed before the courts in Kosovo 

so far, with 116 indictees, 41 of whom were acquitted due to lack of evidence, and the rest are in the 

process. "Unfortunately, insufficient protection of witnesses who were exposed to strong pressures which 

resulted in their changing their statements or refusing to testify in the main proceedings. Blakaj stressed 

that "... the Kosovo public has been almost unanimous against the Special Court and the Prosecutor's Office 

for Kosovo from the beginning." In addition, Blakaj points out, "there is a media campaign in which the 

victims of violence by Serb forces and their statements are instrumentalized." He also stressed the 

importance of the work of the RECOM Reconciliation Network as well as the Kosovo Coalition for 

Reconciliation. 

Marko Milosavljevic from the Youth Initiative for Human Rights from Serbia warned of devastating data 

according to which almost half of the population of Serbia does not know that war crimes took place and 

cannot state them specifically. For example, "only 14 out of 1,200 respondents know about the existence of 

camps in Serbia in the 1990s." Also, Milosavljevic points out that "there is no clear sanctioning of crimes 

against humanity and genocide, and the international community should strongly and louder condemn the 

denial of crimes and the glorification of criminals." In addition, greater emphasis needs to be placed on 

changing the law that discriminates against civilian victims of war and on strengthening an inclusive culture 

of remembrance. 

Curator and journalist Saša Petejan from the Apis Institute addressed the participants in a rich discussion as 

the last panelist, emphasizing Spomenka Hribar, who opened the topic of dealing with mass murders in 

Slovenia after the Second World War. "The debate that began after the publication of her essay Krivda in 

Greh (1983), which became one of the most important texts in post-war Slovenia, has not yet ended, 

precisely because it has brought the universality of the victim to the fore." Also, Petejan especially 

emphasizes the role of education in which "the memory of education should be established as a practice of 

preventing collective violence." 

The debate ended with a desire for further dialogue on the Western Balkans, especially in the context of 

the current Portuguese and later Slovenian presidencies of the EU Council, which begins in July this year. 

Both provide an opportunity for a more active and detailed discussion on European issues, with the 

possibility of reaching concrete conclusions and recommendations primarily for the Western Balkans, but 

also for international institutions that have a major role and responsibility in building peace and trust in this 

area. 

Due to the slowness and uncertainty of the enlargement process, the perspective of Euro-Atlantic 

integration is losing its attractiveness when it comes to the general public of the Western Balkan countries. 
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Decreased enthusiasm for joining the European Union in some countries results in a stronger reaffirmation 

of actors and discourses from the 1990s as well as foreign policy flirtations with forces outside the 

European Union. Whether the attractiveness of Euro integration will regain its importance as a reform 

potential largely depends on the concrete moves of the European Union. 

In order to improve the prospects for reconciliation, the European Union should support the acceleration of 

the European integration of the Western Balkan countries and address the rule of law more intensively, in 

particular by countering the denial of genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. The peaceful 

development of the countries in the Western Balkans is linked precisely to dealing with the past because 

the culture of denial has become the ruling political paradigm and blocks political, economic and social 

development. This culture is created by nationalist structures that rule sovereignly, so the judgments of the 

Hague Tribunal and domestic courts have so far not affected the change in attitudes towards crime and 

criminals. But in local communities live people who are willing to develop suspicion of the nationalist 

narratives that are served to them and are open to building trust. But unlike the production of nationalism 

that is everyday, peacebuilding is left to civil society organizations. Only relatively recently has the 

European Union begun to talk about reconciliation, with greater investment in youth mobility programs, 

but a pandemic has halted those processes. They need to be continued, through even stronger support for 

all civil society initiatives to build peace and counter the culture of denial. 

 

 

 


